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RULE 10(1)(A) DO NOT MATACH  WITH RULE 10(2)(A) OF THE CCA RULES REVOKE 

“THASILDAR INGALE SUSPENSION AS HE WAS NOT CAUGHT RED HANDED”  

       
 

By : M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bangalore : If the fact of the case match with Rule 10(1)(a) and Rule 10(2)(a) the CCA Rules then Government can treat as deemed suspension and if they do not match 

then no deemed suspension even if the custody period exceeds 48 hours. I have asked PIO and Under secretary to provide me information and reasons under section 4(1) (d) RTI Act 2005 for issuing order for 

continuation of deemed suspension on 10-02-2017 in respect of  Sri Ingle Thasildar Mudhol is issued in violation of Rule 10(1)(a) read with Rule 10(2)(a of the CCA Rules .Deemed suspension need to be read with 

Rule 10(1)(a) with Rule 10(2)(a) the CCA Rules and Suhas S Ingale  Thasildar Mudhol cannot be suspended as he was not caught red handed and question of his deemed suspension does not arise as Rule 10(1)(a) 

read with Rule 10(2)(a) is applicable only to an employee who is caught red handed otherwise no deemed suspension. It is also an offence under The Scheduled Castes (SCs) and the Scheduled Tribes (STs) Prevention 

of Atrocities (PoA) Act, 1989 and 2015 amendments as Sri Ingle Thasildar Mudhol belongs to SC ST Cast. It is to be note that illegal suspension of Thasildar Ingle who belong to SC cast by officers like Revenue 

Minister and Principal Secretary and Deputy Secretary and under secretary of revenue department attract provisions of The Scheduled Castes (SCs) and the Scheduled Tribes (STs) Prevention of Atrocities (PoA) 

Act, 1989 which was amended recently to include new offences and to ensure speedy justice to victims. The amendments to the act were originally issued as an ordinance by the previous UPA government in March 

2014. The NDA government has now got the amendments passed in both the houses of parliament. Subsequent to the amendments, certain changes became necessary to the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled 

Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Rules, 1995. The said rules are now modified and were notified on 14th April, 2016. Imposing social or economic boycott by suspending illegally is an atrocity on SC ST Person. These 

offence are punishable under Section 3(1) (ix) (x) (zc) of Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of Atrocities) Act read with other IPC Sections .The object of the Prevention of Corruption Act is not only 

to prevent corruption among public servants, but also to prevent the harassment of honest among them,. Reportedly News papers have reported one side story as told by ACB Bagalkot. "Normally one would have 

expected the ACB Inspector  to instruct the defacto complainant to hand over the money even if be to an agent or a trusted lieutenant of the accused, only in the presence of the accused or at least when the accused is 

somewhere around in the vicinity.".It is to be noted that when trap was laid Ingle Thasildar Mudhol was  not present at the trap location.Revenue department is the “public authority “is under obligation to provide 

information “PUBLICLY” under section 4(1) (a) (b) (c) (d) RTI Act 2005 .  

 

I have also filed an RTI Application to to PIO ACB ADGP at Bangalore to provide me information and reasons under section 4(1) (d) RTI Act 2005 for not taking any action against ACB Police inspector Bagalkot as 

per law for fabricating a false complaint and false FIR and arresting a white handed Thasildar  without authority of law  . ACB cannot punish innocents. For cases other than trap or cases of disproportionate assets 

to the known sources of income ACB need Government permission to prosecute .The object of the Prevention of Corruption Act is not only to prevent corruption among public servants, but also to prevent the 

harassment of honest among them," observed criminal law expert’s .Reportedly News papers have reported one side story as told by ACB Bagalkot. "Normally one would have expected the ACB Inspector  to 

instruct the defacto complainant to hand over the money even if be to an agent or a trusted lieutenant of the accused, only in the presence of the accused or at least when the accused is somewhere around in the 

vicinity.".It is to be noted that when trap was laid Ingle Thasildar Mudhol   not present at the trap location.  Anti-Corruption Bureau cannot initiate probe against a public servant on decisions and recommendations 

made during the discharge of his official duty without a prior permission of the appointing authority, says Para 5 of the GO creating Anti-Corruption Bureau and ACB  must Understand and prevent the harassment of 

honest officers and that Government has not yet communicated about suspension and Ingale Thasildar Mudhol  is yet on duty .Whether it is deemed suspension or suspension is effective from the date of 

communication by competent authority as per DPAR Circular dated 29-12-1979 as Thasildar is on duty as Government neither has suspended or transferred and DC cannot keep an honest officer out of duty and out 

of job. Rule 10(1)(a)  of the CCA Rules  need to be read with Rule 10(2)(a) (b) f the CCA Rules Suhas S Ingale  Thasildar Mudhol cannot be suspended as he was not caught red handed. ACB  is the “public authority 

“is under obligation to provide information “PUBLICLY” under section 4(1) (a) (b) (c) (d) RTI Act 2005 .  

 

Criminal law Experts trash ACB's Inspector trap theory; Criminal law Experts Demand ADGP ACB to probe arrest of Honest Thasildar Mr Ingale by ACB Inspector Baglkot:Criminal law Experts are trashing the 

ACB Inspector ‘trap’ theory and subsequent illegal arrest of Mr Ingale Thasildar Mudhol District Bagalkot which warrants action on ACB Police inspector Bagalkot and experts demand ADGP ACB to probe the 

circumstances shrouding the sensational  illegal arrest. "The object of the Prevention of Corruption Act is not only to prevent corruption among public servants, but also to prevent the harassment of honest among 

them," observed criminal law experts. According to ACB Inspector , Ingale Thasildar Mudhol District Bagalkot  was arrested after one person  by name Abdul accepted Rs 10,000/- to give a cheque of 16800/-  from 

one Mr  Kandagal official at Thasildar office  to illiterate complainant  set up by ACB Inspector Bagalkot , sought detailed probe into the circumstances of his 'trapping', saying he was 'fixed' because he had taken on 

many illegal people  operating in Mudhol and he is said to be honest officer  .What bothers criminal law experts  is that this kind of trap can be organized  by ACB Inspector against anyone, including an honest 

officer ADGB ACB himself , without such honest officer having a scent of what is happening behind his back. If an honest officer is to be fixed, it can be done by the very same procedure that the ACB Inspector had 

followed in this case. Criminal law experts  make it clear that they are  not giving a certificate of good character to any one accused. All that they are trying to point out is that if people want to fix somebody, they can 

easily do it in this manner.".It is pointed out that the chemical coated cash was delivered to Abdul  in a Thasildar record room premises and caught where Ingale Thasildar Mudhol District Bagalkot was not even 

present, : "Normally one would have expected the ACB Inspector  to instruct the defacto complainant to hand over the money even if be to an agent or a trusted lieutenant of the accused, only in the presence of the 

accused or at least when the accused is somewhere around in the vicinity." .Noting that that Ingle Thasildar Mudhol District Bagalkot  has no business pending with defacto complainant  question of making him 

accuse in the case itself is void abinatio and Government of Karnataka is duty duty-bound to protect Ingle Thasildar Mudhol District Bagalkot from harassment of ACB as he is really honest officer and had 

completed his work honestly and ADGP ACB Karnataka  must probe the grievance of Ingle  and investigate the circumstances surrounding the registration of the criminal case against him. If any foul play is proved, 

Ingale Thasildar Mudhol District Bagalkot could seek appropriate remedy available in law, from Karnataka state Human right commission . 

 

Rule 10(1)(a)  of the CCA Rules  need to be read with Rule 10(2)(a) (b) f the CCA Rules Suhas S Ingale  Thasildar Mudhol cannot be suspended as he was not caught red handed. ACB cannot punish innocents. The 

object of the Prevention of Corruption Act is not only to prevent corruption among public servants, but also to prevent the harassment of honest among them," observed criminal law experts .Reportedly News 

papers have reported one side story as told by ACB Bagalkot. The ACB Police inspector self scripted and fabricated false compliant and registered a false FIR in crime number 3/2016 dated 21-12-2016 on reportedly 

false complaint of  Sri Shivalingappa Mantoor and arrested Thasildar  on false trap as he could not be arrested red-handed but ACB Commits illegality by arresting a white handed Thasildar  .ACB police has only 

power to institute cases by trap if ACB is successful in trapping otherwise by filing DA if they have proof against the officer of having assets disproportionate to his known sources of Income and ACB has no power to 

arrest white handed innocent Thasildar under Prevention of corruption Act .Reading Rule 10 (1) (a) read with  Rule 10 (2) (a) (b)of the CCA Rules the thasildar Mudhol cannot be “suspended” as he was not caught 

red-handed by ACB and question of his deemed suspension cannot operate with  Rule 10 (2) (a) (b)of the CCA Rules in isolation.  

 

The state Government cannot suspend the Tahsildar then DC Bagalkot cannot keep him without work under illegal suspension .ACB cannot punish innocents. Reportedly News papers have reported one side story as 

told by ACB Bagalkot. The false compliant and false FIR in crime number 03/2016 in ACB Police station Bagalkot and subsequent illegal arrest of Thasildar Mudhol District Bagalkot warrants action on ACB Police 

inspector Bagalkot and not on Suhas S Ingale  Thasildar Mudhol District Bagalkot as he is reportedly innocent and not committed any misconduct and irregularities as per KCSR and under section 10 (1) Karnataka 

Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules, 1957 Suhas S Ingale  Thasildar Mudhol cannot be suspended as he was not caught red-handed by ACB . Rule 10 of the CCA Rules provides for placing a 

Government Servant under suspension. Under section 10. Suspension. (1) The Appointing Authority or any authority to which it is sub ordinate or any other authority empowered by the Government in this behalf 

may place a Government servant under suspension - [(a) "Where there is prima facie evidence to show that he was caught red handed while accepting gratification other than legal remuneration by the persons 

authorized to investigate under the provisions of the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988 or under any other law; ACB and Deputy Commissioner and Assistant commissioner cannot exercised powers illegally, 

arbitrarily and discriminately giving a go-bye to all norms, guidelines and principles required to be scrupulously followed as  mandated by law. The deputy commissioner Bagalkot need to read  Rule 10 (1) (a) of the 

CCA Rules conjointly with Rule 10 (2) (a) (b) of the CCA Rules and when question of suspension itself does not arise in case without getting caught red handed while accepting gratification other than legal 

remuneration by the persons authorized to investigate under the provisions of the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988 or under any other law then question of deemed suspension does not arise under with Rule 10 (2) 

(a) (b) of the CCA Rules.The action of ACB Police inspector Bagalkot against Suhas S Ingale  Thasildar Mudhol District Bagalkot is illegal capricious without authority of law in reportedly and allegedly arresting 

him  without any proper complaint as the complaint itself is scripted and fabricated by ACB itself stating that complainant is illiterate and complaint should have been signed by independent witness with  

complainant thumb impression but it is interesting to note that illiterate complainant has signed  the complaint in English ?. even in this scripted ACB complaint no crime is made out against Thasildar Mudhol as it 

mentions clearly that complainant file is not pending at the desk of Thasildar Mudhol but ACB makes him accused in False FIR . In scripted ACB complaint even evidence of bribe demand cannot be made out .Even 

then ACB police Inspector who mentions Abdul as attender in the office of the Thasildar does not make him accuse instead of thasildar but arrests him under fake trap or when the “ trap “ was failed because the 

officials accused in the FIR  did not touched the chemical money brought by complainant when trap took  place and even Thasildar  was not in the location and ACB Inspector failed to get him trapped red handed 

and with evidence itself speaks volumes about fabricated complaint and fabricated and framed up FIR .The standard procedure for trap cases was not followed by ACB Police inspector Bagalkot also the pre-trap 

and the post trap procedures involved in the case not followed .ACB Inspector has violated  human rights of Thasildar and complainant has committed atrocity on him as Thasildar belongs to SC ST community by 

giving false complaint against him under section 3(1)ix of POA Act 1989 if anybody  gives any false or frivolous information to any public servant and thereby causes such public servant to use his lawful power to the 

injury or annoyance of a member of a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe.Reportedly and allegedly The ACB Police inspector scripted and fabricated false compliant and registered a false FIR in crime number 

3/2016 dated 21-12-2016 on reportedly false complaint of  Sri Shivalingappa Mantoor and arrested Thasildar  on false trap as he could not be arrested red-handed but ACB Commits illegality by arresting a white 

handed Thasildar  .ACB police has only power to institute cases by trap if ACB is successful in trapping otherwise by filing DA if they have proof against the officer of having assets disproportionate to his known 

sources of Income and ACB has no power to arrest white handed innocent Thasildar under Prevention of corruption Act . 

 

When many of successful trap cases failed in court of law then question of failed trap or fake trap or false trap or entrapment of this kind winning the test of legal scrutiny of law is out of question. Sevral citations of 

high court and Supreme Court  are cited in this regard are attached with this letter for your perusal.When the trap laid by The ACB Police inspector against Thasildar and another accused was failed and Thsildar 

did not touch the money brought by the complainant Sri Shivalingappa Mantoor and without any independent witness and conducting mahazar and after failed trap on Thasildar police did not had any power to 

arrest white handed Thsildar wherefore the action of ACB Police inspector Bagalkot is illegal capricious without authority of law in arresting him without any proof of evidence of bribe demand or when the “ trap “ 

was failed and money brought by complainant was not touched by him and when trap took he was not in the location and ACB Inspector failed get him arrested red handed .The standard procedure for trap cases 

was not followed by ACB and also the pre-trap and the post trap procedures involved in the case not followed .Reportedly and allegedly ACB Inspector has violated his  human rights and complainant has committed 

atrocity on him  as he belong to SC ST community by giving false complaint against him under section 3(1)ix of POA Act 1989 if anybody  gives any false or frivolous information to any public servant and thereby 

causes such public servant to use his lawful power to the injury or annoyance of a member of a Scheduled Caste or a Scheduled Tribe.In view of this principal secretary revenue department cannot initiate 

departmental enquiry against him as he have not committed any irregularity or violated any section of law and being honest officer of the department have no history of cases against him and reportedly is innocent. 

And according to citations of Apex court in P.R.Nayak Vs Union of India suspension pending enquiry cannot be ordered before starting departmental enquiry.Reportedly he is initiating separate compliant against 

ACB Police inspector Bagalkot in Karnataka state human rights commission and filing separate compliant against ACB Police inspector Bagalkot before ADGP ACB Bangalore and initiating separate compliant 

against Sri Shivalingappa Mantoor under POA Act for filing false case on him .Reportedly  Thasildar is  requesting the Government of Karnataka to withdraw this false case from prosecution under 321 (a) of 
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criminal procedure code and he  shall file Writ Petition In Karnataka high court to quash this false FIR under 482 criminal procedure code.Suhas S Ingale  Thasildar Mudhol District Bagalkot as he is reportedly 

innocent and not committed any misconduct and irregularities as per KCSR and under section 10 (1) Karnataka Civil Services (Classification, Control and Appeal) Rules, 1957 Suhas S Ingale  Thasildar Mudhol 

cannot be suspended as he was not caught red-handed by ACB . Rule 10 of the CCA Rules provides for placing a Government Servant under suspension .Under section 10. Suspension. (1) The Appointing Authority 

or any authority to which it is sub ordinate or any other authority empowered by the Government in this behalf may place a Government servant under suspension - [(a) "Where there is prima facie evidence to show 

that he was caught red handed while accepting gratification other than legal remuneration by the persons authorised to investigate under the provisions of the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988 or under any other 

law;Request is made to DC Bagalkot and AC Bagalkot to allow him to work until government take any action on him as Thasildar Mudhol honestly to department and public without fear and favour as he has not 

been suspended despite DC incomplete report to principal secretary and Thasildar is honest and innocent and dragged illegally into a false trap case and fake complaint and fake trap case without authority of law. I 

request ADGP ACB to investigate the matter and take necessary action on ACB Police inspector Bagalkot as per law for fabricating a false complaint and false FIR and arresting a white handed Thasildar  . 

Vision of ACB:To uphold the rule of law, ensure transparency in governance, prevent and investigate corruption cases, to maintain highest standards of credibility, uphold citizen rights, enlist widest possible 

community co-operation, absorb leading edge technology for creating and sustaining ideal corruption free environment for growth and development of the state of Karnataka on par with international standards. 

The Anti-Corruption Bureau is a specialized agency responsible for collection of intelligence with regard to corruption, maintaining l iaison with the various Departments of Government through their Vigilance 

Officers, enquiries into complaints about bribery and corruption, investigation and prosecution of offences pertaining to bribery and corruption and tasks relating to preventive aspects of corruption. The Bureau 

handles all cases registered under the provisions of Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988. Besides this, the Bureau conducts enquiries based on the information/petitions received from various agencies like 

Government, Lokayukta, etc. and also on the information/petitions received from the public containing specific and verifiable allegations of corruption against Public Servants.This Bureau was established by the 

G.O No. DPAR 14 SELOU 2016, Dated 14th March 2016 and functions directly under the administrative control of the DEPARTMENT OF PERSONNEL & ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS (DPAR) of Karnataka 

state Government. The Bureau is headed by a senior IPS Officer of the rank of Addl. Director General of Police.   The Police Inspectors are empowered to investigate the offences under Prevention of Corruption 

Act.  The Bureau is also having Technical Officers like Engineers, Tahasildars, Finance Officers to look-after various technical, administrative and financial matters. It is also having Legal Cell to tender advice on 

legal matters and conduct prosecution in Courts.  The Bureau basically enforces the provisions of the Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988. The Bureau has Suo-Moto powers to collect information, conduct enquiries 

and register cases on Public Servants. The Bureau investigates Disproportionate Assets Cases of Criminal Misconduct and Misappropriation.  For every complaint other than trap case, a preliminary enquiry is 

conducted before registration of FIR.  Apart from this, the Bureau also conducts enquiries in the form of Regular Enquiries, Discreet Enquiries and also conducts Surprise Checks.  ACB lays great emphasis on 

catching corrupt public servants, demand and take bribes. The process of catching such corrupt public servants red handed while they demand and take bribes is popularly called the 'trap'. It is not a legal term. A 

set procedure has been devised in ACB to lay a trap against a corrupt public servant. The evidence collected during the process of trap is placed before the court along with the charge sheet and is quite important in 

securing conviction of the public servant.Trap can be laid within a very short time, hence is a very effective tool against corrupt public servants. ACB does take action against false complaints. This involves 

prosecution of the complainant for leveling false and malicious allegations against a public servant.After preliminary enquiry, the Anti-Corruption Bureau, files First Information Report with the concerned 

jurisdictional special courts and take up investigation.  During investigations, evidences are collected and if the charges are proved, Charge Sheet are filed in the Special Courts for prosecution after obtaining 

sanction from competent authority.  If the evidence is not enough for launching prosecution in a case, the case is referred to the concerned Departments for initiating Disciplinary Proceedings against the Public 

Servant for taking further action by dealing with the Public Servant on charges of misconduct, possessing disproportionate assets and violation Karnataka Civil Services (conduct) Rules, 1966. Conviction in a Court 

may lead to dismissal of the convicted Public Servant, whereas in departmental action the Public Servant is awarded a major punishment or a minor punishment depending on the gravity of the delinquency under 

the Karnataka State Civil (CCA) Rules, 1959. Major punishment involves dismissal, removal, reduction in Rank, withholding of increments with cumulative effect, cut or stoppage of pension for retired employees, 

etc. Minor punishments are withholding of increments without cumulative effect, censure, recorded warning, etc..Citizens are requested to join their hands with Anti-Corruption Bureau to bring greater 

transparency in Government functioning and making Karnataka a corruption-free State.  

According to the new judgement passed by the Apex court of India “A government official cannot be convicted under corruption charges merely on the basis of recovery of bribe money and it is essential to prove 

that he had demanded the money”. According to the news published in the national daily which has reported the following “A bench of Chief Justice H L Dattu and Justices V Gopala Gowda and Amitava Roy said 

the proof of demand is an “indispensable essentiality” for establishing an offence of bribe and acquitted an assistant director of technical education department of Andhra Pradesh despite allegedly being caught red-

handed for taking Rs 500 bribe in 1996”.Supreme Court in its recent judgement has ruled out that catching someone (government  servant) red handed while accepting bribe or recovery of the money leads to the 

conviction stating that it is not sufficient to prove the guilt just on the basis of the catching someone red-handed and recovering money from him, one need to establish that the accused had demanded the money and 

accepted the bribe voluntarily. According to the verdict “The proof of demand of illegal gratification, thus, is the gravamen of the offence under Sections 7 and 13(1) (d)(i)&(ii) of the Act and in absence thereof, 

unmistakably the charge, therefore, would fail. Mere acceptance of any amount allegedly by way of illegal gratification or recovery thereof … would thus not be sufficient to bring home the charge under these two 

sections of the Act”. 

      

 

 

 

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, 

Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for 

months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help 

you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 


